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Review by Daniel Gregg: One New Man Bible

Daniel Gregg
Callout
Should say Yahweh or YHWH.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
too literal, see Exo. 2:3, and ark already suggests a boxlike boat

Daniel Gregg
Callout
literal, "Go for yourself" (his father had died).

Daniel Gregg
Callout
And he had been trustingly faithful in Yahweh and he counted it to him for righteousness---EPIC failure here as the verb means "to support". Hiphil, "he made support on YHWH."

Daniel Gregg
Callout
This meaning entered Hebrew later.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
"for he has heeled me these two times" is literal, i.e. given me the heel of the deal.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
I concur, "a coat of long sleaves"; I footnoted the text: ¹One reaching the hands and the feet. Such a fine garment was not suitable to work in, but fitting for someone who was put in charge.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
a memorial of blowing [of trumpets], a holy convocation. I put the words [of trumpets] in itallics.  I don't know why the author failed to note that "of horns" is not in the text.



 

 

 

Daniel Gregg
Callout
I would regard this as a passive participle without the Mater Lectionis and translate it "my beloved." I would not blame the Latin. TNK and JPS also come up with "my friend" which is dynamic for my beloved. *note I had not considered this text until this review.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
nations is correct, heathens is not, the word is not pejorative

Daniel Gregg
Callout
This is not correct either. "Nations" or "peoples" is correct.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
Who cares about Latin? Something is wrong with this author's methods.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
should be "light".....don't know where he is getting "pleasant" from. Both the Hebrew and Greek mean "light" (QAL).

Daniel Gregg
Callout
Sectarian doctrine being taught here.  EPIC failure.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
Not well explained, No comment.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
he reigned for 40. Acts 13:21, and proved by the age of his son Ish-bosheth.  He was a son of a year, two years in his reign when he blew the Jubilee trumpet. 1Sam. 13:1-3.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
He has not explained the alleged contradiction with the ark's travels well enough to comment.



 

Daniel Gregg
Callout
Gematria is diviniation! No way am I going to let this nonsense become a principle of interpretation or translation!!!!

Daniel Gregg
Callout
He says "Go for yourself" meaning continue by himself on the journey to Canaan because his father had died.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
Sigh.  It is a verb form of the word for "heel", i.e. he attacked the heel, or he heeled me.  This is an idiom for giving someone the dreg end of a deal.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
Teruah is just "blowing" or "shouting".. trumpets, horns, pans...shouting.. all qualify.

Daniel Gregg
Callout
And this does not fit the context since the word's "in my father's house" are used. Therefore, the usual translations are correct.



 

 

 

 




